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• Membership: 9 councils & Moreland Energy Foundation
• Slice of Melbourne
• Successful network
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Success factors for building capacity to deliver *Towards Zero Net Emissions*
Towards Zero Net Emissions in the NAGA region

A Regional Approach to Major Emissions Reduction
Building Capacity

- Shared vision
- Research & data
- Involvement
- Build on strengths
- Co-ordination & Communication
Shared Vision

“The ultimate objective of TZNE beyond the life of the Strategy is to reach zero net emissions in the NAGA region.”
Research & data

TZNE

- emissions profile
- projections to 2020
- routes to carbon reduction

NAGA

- member’s expectations, needs, involvement & culture:
  - Pre, mid & post strategy 1:1 interviews
  - Regular reports and feedback on progress
  - Testing ideas and directions
  - Events to build the group identity & collaboration
Involvement

- Involve every member, irrespective
- Everyone has power
- Leaders lead
- Take it the next level up/out
Build on Strengths

• NAGA’s networking history
• Sharing information
• Adaptable, flexible
• Maximise people’s talents
• Local responsibility comes first (must respect local priorities, rules and culture)
Co-ordination & Communication

Evaluation:

- Success relied on good process
- More engagement achieved than expected
- PM central to keeping people involved, keeping to schedule
- Identification of lead roles led to increasing the profile & value of NAGA to members
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